New Product Introductions 2016

Hear yourself think™

ecoustic® Veneer by Instyle

ecoustic® Veneer combines sophisticated wood panel finishes
with sound diffusion and sound absorption capabilities.
ecoustic® Veneer is available in perforated and non-perforated
panels, 11” x 106” (0.3m x 2.7m), which interlock via a shiplap
system to permit easy installation to interior walls and ceilings.
NRC to .80.

ecoustic® Veneer by Instyle

ScreenTrakTM is a collection of screens available in either a soft version, the Soprano
Collection, or a rigid version, the Bass Collection. Available in a wide range of colors
and patterns, ScreenTrakTM is designed for active sound diffusion and absorption
and space definition. Each screen type is available with multiple track hanging
options using Unika Vaev’s proprietary track system.

The Bass Collection by Unika Vaev

The Soprano Collection by Fraster

Unika Vaev’s new ecoustic® e3 self-sticking hexagon tiles
tease your tessellation temptations. Each polyester hexagon tile is sectioned into three parallelograms that are
.53” thick and which may be applied on almost any wall
substrate (NRC - .50). ecoustic® e3 kits of five hexagon
tiles are available in a choice of 16 color-ways to provide
an endless array of design solutions. Let M.C. Escher be
your guide!

ecoustic® e3 Tiles by Unika Vaev

The ecoustic® Velour Panel and Screen
collection consists of four different thicknesses of PET acoustic cores to which
a velour faced polyester fabric has been
adhered. This product line, which is available in 11 color-ways, greatly expands the
type of face finishes available in the
acoustic products market. With NRC
ratings of .30 to .95, this hook and loop
receptive product also eliminates the need
for pushpins and other mechanical
presentation fasteners.

ecoustic® Velour Panels and Screens by Instyle

Felt is a completely homogeneous material that can be cut in any way without
fraying. Precise cutting of felt provides clean edge detail thereby permitting
designers to play with form. Design your own rug pattern or start from Fraster's
standard patterns and then select from 31 colors to find the felt rug that perfectly
suits your interior design. Company logos can be embedded in the carpet and
edge stitching assures dimensional stability. Slip free EVA backing is applied to
secure safe installation.

Custom Rugs by Fraster

Custom Rugs by Fraster
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Unika Vaev’s Acoustical Product Intro’s at NeoCon World’s Trade Fair 2016
CHICAGO, IL June, 2016 – New Unika Vaev product introductions to be unveiled at the NeoCon
World’s Trade Fair 2016
Our latest additions to Unika Vaev’s extensive collection of acoustic sound diffusing and absorbing
solutions follow:
ecoustic ® Veneer – ecoustic® Veneer combines sophisticated wood panel finishes with sound
diffusion and sound absorption capabilities. ecoustic® Veneer is available in perforated and nonperforated panels, 11” x 106” (0.3m x 2.7m), which interlock via a shiplap system to permit easy
installation to interior walls and ceilings. NRC to .80.
ScreenTrakTM – ScreenTrakTM is a collection of screens available in either a soft version, the Soprano
Collection, or a rigid version, the Bass Collection. Available in a wide range of colors and patterns,
ScreenTrakTM is designed for active sound diffusion and absorption and space definition. Each screen
type is available with multiple track hanging options using Unika Vaev’s proprietary track system.
ecoustic ® e3 Tiles – Unika Vaev’s new ecoustic® e3 self-sticking hexagon tiles tease your tessellation
temptations. Each polyester hexagon tile is sectioned into three parallelograms that are .53” thick and
which may be applied on almost any wall substrate (NRC - .50). ecoustic® e3 kits of five hexagon tiles
are available in a choice of 16 color-ways to provide an endless array of design solutions.
Let M.C. Escher be your guide!
ecoustic ® Velour – The ecoustic® Velour Panel and Screen collection consists of four different
thicknesses of PET acoustic cores to which a velour faced polyester fabric has been adhered. This
product line, which is available in 11 color-ways, greatly expands the type of face finishes available in
the acoustic products market. With NRC ratings of .30 to .95, this hook and loop receptive product
also eliminates the need for pushpins and other mechanical presentation fasteners.
Fraster Rugs – Felt is a completely homogeneous material that can be cut in any way without fraying.
Precise cutting of felt provides clean edge detail thereby permitting designers to play with form.
Design your own rug pattern or start from Fraster's standard patterns and then select from 31 colors
to find the felt rug that perfectly suits your interior design. Company logos can be embedded in the
carpet and edge stitching assures dimensional stability. Slip free EVA backing is applied to secure
safe installation.
These designs can be viewed in the ICF Group's Showroom on the 3rd floor, showroom 365, at the
NeoCon Show!

Unika Vaev
•••
Each of the three companies Unika Vaev, ICF and Nienkämper that now comprise the ICF Group is
founded on classic and contemporary designs. Our products are built using the highest standards of
manufacturing, designed for durability and ease of use, and whenever possible our products and processes
respect the environment.

